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Hepatitis E virus (HEV) is a non-enveloped single-stranded positive-sense RNA virus, belonging to the Hepeviridae family,

resistant to environmental conditions, and transmitted by the consumption of contaminated water. This virus is responsible

for both sporadic and epidemic outbreaks, leading to thousands of infections per year in several countries, and is thus

considered an emerging disease in Europe and Asia. This study refers to a survey in Portugal during 2019, targeting the

detection and eventual quantification of enteric viruses in samples from surface and drinking water. Samples positive for

HEV RNA were recurrently found by reverse transcription quantitative PCR (RT-qPCR), in both types of matrix. Our

results evidenced the existence of samples positive either for HEV RNA (77.8% in surface water and 66.7% in drinking

water) or for infectious HEV (23.0% in surface water and 27.7% in drinking water). These results highlight the need for

effective virological control of water for human consumption and activities.
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The sampling points of surface water were in a river and in a dam reservoir. Two sampling points of drinking water were

located at the end of the treatment process in two water treatment plants (WTPs) and another one, at one point in the

water distribution network. WTP_R treats surface water from the river and WTP_D treats surface water from the dam

reservoir.

1. HEV RNA in Surface Water Samples

From 27 concentrated samples from surface water, HEV RNA was detected and quantified in 21 (77.8%) (Figure 1 and

Figure 2).

In the river, in February, March, August, September, and October, two sampling campaigns were carried out (in the first

and second half of each month) and, of the 17 concentrated samples, 15 (88.2%) were positive for HEV RNA (Figure 2a).

HEV RNA was detected in 11 of the 12 months of the campaign, in concentrations fluctuating between 0 and 7383.2 gc/L,

with a maximum in April (7383.2 gc/L) and a very sharp decrease from August to December (Figure 1a).

In the 10 concentrated surface water samples from the dam reservoir, HEV RNA was detected in six (60%) (Figure 1b).

HEV RNA was detected and quantified in concentrations ranging between 0 and 10,9687.5 gc/L (the highest

concentration, which was in April), with a concentration lower than 2411.9 gc/L in the remaining months (Figure 1b).

2. HEV RNA in Drinking Water Samples

From 36 samples of concentrated drinking water, HEV RNA was detected and quantified in 24 (66.7%) (Figure 1 and

Figure 2). 

In WTP_R, two sampling campaigns were carried out in February, March, August, September, and October (in the first

and second half of each month). HEV RNA was detected in 11 out of 17 concentrated samples (64.7%) (Figure 1a),

presenting its highest concentration (2,379.3 gc/L) in April, which then declined sharply to 0. It was not detected in

January, March (first and second half), August and October (second half in both months), and December.

In the 10 concentrated drinking water samples from WTP_D, HEV RNA was detected in five (50%), corresponding to five

months (Figure 1b) and was not detected in January, March, May, November, and December. From 75.151 gc/L detected

in February and a maximum concentration of 5617.1 gc/L reached in April, HEV RNA concentrations significantly

decreased, presenting values between 58.725 gc/L to no detection, from May to December. 

In the concentrated samples of drinking water from the sampling point in the distribution network, HEV RNA was detected

in eight out of nine samples (88.9%) (eight months) (Figure 2), in concentrations fluctuating between 5645 and 8926.6

gc/L. The highest concentration occurred in April and then decreased until December. It was not detected in February.



Figure 1. Variation in the concentration of hepatitis E virus (HEV) RNA detected in concentrated water sampled in four

sampling sites during 2019. (a) River and WTP_R (n = 34). (b) Dam reservoir and WTP_D (n = 20). RT-qPCR results

(average values from two independent reactions), in gc/L, indicate estimated genomic copies per liter of sampled water

(based on data from Table 1).

Figure 2. Variation in the concentration of HEV RNA detected in concentrated drinking water from the sampling point in

the distribution network during 2019 (n = 9). RT-qPCR results (average values of two independent reactions), in gc/L,

indicate estimated genomic copies per liter of sampled water (based on data from Table 1). 

3. Evaluation of the Efficacy of Water Treatment Plants (WTPs) in HEV
RNA Elimination

3.1. River vs WTP_R

In January and the first half of March, HEV RNA was not detected either in the surface water of the river or in its treated

drinking water from WTP_R. Along the remaining months (15 sampling dates), HEV RNA was detected in the river, always

in higher concentrations than in the WTP_R (9.8–100% reduction, as shown in Table 2). The lowest reduction values were

obtained in February (9.8 and 37%, in the first and in the second half, respectively), while the highest values (100%) were

obtained in the second half of March, August, October, and December; values higher than 87.6% were obtained in the first

half of these months. High reduction values (>90%) were also obtained in four other situations (June, July, and in the first

and second half of September), while intermediate values were obtained in the remaining comparisons (77.9 and 67.8%,

in May and April, respectively). There were statistically significant differences in the concentrations of HEV RNA between

samples from the river and from WPT_R, i.e., between non-treated and treated water samples (Student’s t-test, p < 0.05).

3.2. Dam Reservoir vs WTP_D

In January, March, and December, HEV RNA was not detected either in surface water from the dam reservoir or in its

treated drinking water from WTP_D, and in February and June, there was no reduction with the treatment. However, a

reduction of 73.3% was observed in September and a reduction of over 94.9% in April, May, October, and November

(Table 2). There were no statistically significant differences in the concentrations of HEV RNA between samples from the

dam reservoir and from WTP_D, i.e., between non-treated and treated water samples (Student’s t-test, p > 0.05).

Table 2. Quantification of HEV RNA in concentrated samples from surface water sources and their associated water

treatment plants, and evaluation of the treatment efficacy (reduction in RNA copies).

Date

HEV Concentration
(gc/L)

Reduction (%) after
Treatment

HEV Concentration (gc/L)
Reduction (%) after
Treatment

River WTP_R Dam
Reservoir WTP_D

January 0 0 * 0 0 *

February, first half 355.5 320.8 9.8 - - -



Date

HEV Concentration
(gc/L)

Reduction (%) after
Treatment

HEV Concentration (gc/L)
Reduction (%) after
Treatment

River WTP_R Dam
Reservoir WTP_D

February, second
half 78.2 49.3 37.0 29.1 75.2 NR

March, first half 0 0 * - - -

March, second
half 4,029.1 0 100 0 0 *

April 7,383.1 2,379.3 67.8 109,687.5 5,617.1 94.9

May 1,936.5 428.0 77.9 2,412 0 100

June 1,394.9 126.0 91.0 0 58.7 NR

July 1,755.0 22.0 98.7 - - -

August, first half 206.5 24.2 88.3 - - -

August, second
half 113.3 0 100 - - -

September, first
half 23.3 1.9 91.9 - - -

September,
second half 55.1 5.0 90.9 19.5 5.2 73.3

October, first half 36.3 4.5 87.6 - - -

October, second
half 2.7 0 100 30.4 0.7 97.6

November 69.9 4.8 93.1 0.7 0 100

December 2.1 0 100 0 0 *

4. Discussion

This study followed a complex and complete approach in order to assess the presence of HEV, starting from high volumes

of water and combining, in the same procedure, the possibility to detect viral RNA by RT-qPCR as well as evaluate

infectivity (Entry 2_HEV infectivity in water samples). Other methods are limited to a maximum starting volume of five

liters of water, as described in ISO 15216-1:2017 , but EPA Method 1615 of the United States Environmental

Protection Agency , which supported this experimental protocol, is based on the collection of much larger volumes,

making the results more reliable .

This one-year survey evaluated the presence of HEV in concentrated samples from two bodies of water (a river and a

dam reservoir) and from the drinking water sampled on their water treatment plants (WTP_R and WTP_D, respectively) at

the end of the treatment process. 

HEV was detected in concentrated samples from the two bodies of water. Comparing the two bodies of water, the river

showed a greater number of positive samples for HEV RNA (88,2%) than the dam reservoir (60%). On the other hand, in

both, the maximum concentration (>100,000 gc/L, in the dam reservoir) occurred in April (Spring in Portugal) and

decreased until December. The maximum concentrations in April can be explained by the pattern of precipitation in

Portugal, as described for Colombia . In April 2019, rainfall was high, the fifth rainiest April since 2000  and, associated

with more precipitation, a greater runoff of possible contaminants from the surrounding areas may have disturbed these

water bodies . Many of the areas surrounding the sampling sites are places of agriculture and animal production ,

where manure from animal production activities is still used as fertilizer. It is well known that pigs are reservoirs of HEV,

which is excreted in feces, and might thus be the possible origin of water contamination . 

In drinking water, HEV RNA was also detected, although in a smaller number of concentrated water samples (64.7% in

WTP_R, and 50.0% in WTP_D) than was observed in the bodies of water, as also found in Switzerland . After

analyzing the concentrated samples of drinking water from the two WTPs and from a point in the distribution network,

there was an identical pattern: the peak HEV RNA concentration was detected in April, and subsequently decreased until
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the end of the year. These results are in complete accordance with what was previously described for the bodies of water

that feed these WTPs and the point in the distribution network. Likewise, the highest HEV RNA concentrations were found

in two related water matrices: the dam reservoir and WTP_D.

High values of genomic copies per liter found in several samples of natural water may also be attributed to the large

volumes sampled. These large volumes were considered necessary to recover enough viruses to allow a reliable

quantification based on the low levels of enteric viruses often reported for natural waters.

Regarding the efficacy of the WTPs in reducing HEV, based only on genome copies, this was observed in both situations,

but only with statistically significant differences in WTP_R. Differences in the water volumes sampled in the two types of

matrix, evidenced in Table 1, may explain less marked differences. Differences found in the two WTPs concerning efficacy

in eliminating viruses may also be attributed to difficulties related to the manipulation of the sample during the various

stages of filtration and concentration, including the characteristics of each water matrix. Moreover, the values obtained by

RT-qPCR cannot be interpreted as absolute, since there are many steps in the experimental procedures that may lead to

RNA degradation . In any case, these results may indicate that the treatment at WTP_R, including pre-oxidation with

ozone, adsorption with coal and disinfection with chlorine, may be more effective in the elimination of this virus than

WTP_D, which uses neither ozone nor adsorption with coal . Ozone may be crucial in the control of viruses in

water, as found in other studies , concerning the elimination of enteric viruses and bacteriophages. However, more

studies will be needed to confirm this statement.

Finally, climate change will certainly increase the frequency of pathogens in water systems worldwide, whether due to the

occurrence of floods, sewage contamination or the scarcity of safe drinking water sources . In this context and

considering the results obtained in this study, monitoring the presence of HEV and other viruses in water supply and

distribution systems is advisable. A similar approach should be conducted, increasing the sampling effort and

implementing the application of the quantitative microbial risk assessment (QMRA) .
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